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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article, we develop some general theorems governing the existence of 
solutions of a class of nonlinear problems of elastostatics of continuous media. 
We arrive at these theorems in a deductive way; i.e., we develop some general 
existence theorems applicable to abstract equations defined on reflexive Banach 
spaces, and we then describe sufficient conditions under which certain problems 
in nonlinear elasticity fall within the framework of the general theorems. To 
simplify the analysis, we restrict ourselves to the problem of place in nonlinear 
elastostatics; i.e., we consider the class of nonlinear boundary-value problems 
in which the displacements are prescribed on the boundary. Our theory does not 
require the existence of a stored energy function, or is it limited to bodies 
subjected to conservative external forces. Moreover, it is applicable to one-, 
two-, and three-dimensional (indeed, to n-dimensional) problems. As such, it 
generalizes theories that have been put forth recently. However, in the present 
study we do not consider complications due to the constraint of local invcrtibility 
which is commonly assumed to hold in problems of finite elasticity. We hope to 
address this problem in later work. 
A number of strong existence theorems for linear elliptic boundary value 
theorems of elasticity are known, and a comprehensive article on this subject 
was written by Fichera [13]. By comparison, however, the nonlinear theory is 
virtually untouched. An excellent summary account of the state of existence 
theory in nonlinear elasticity as it stood in 1973 can be found in the book of 
Wang and Truesdell [27]. For one-dimensional problems, the theory is more 
fully developed primarily because of the fact that, if strong ellipticity is assumed, 
the operators of one-dimensional elasticity are semi-monotone; i.e., they are 
monotone in the highest derivatives. As such, they fall into the class of operators 
studied extensively by B&is [9], Lions [I 81, B rowder [ll], and others. Antman 
has exploited this fact repeatedly in his studies of elastic rods, plates, and shells 
(see, for example, [2-61 and the references therein). An exhaustive bibliography 
on monotone and pseudo-monotone operator theory, with an emphasis on 
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questions of existence of solutions to abstract problems, can be found in the 
monograph of Browder [ 1 I]. 
One important factor that has hampered progress in nonlinear elasticity theory 
is lack of agreement as to what constitutes a physically reasonable boundary- 
value problem in elastostatics. Indeed, in 1956 Truesdell [23] referred to the 
problem of determining restrictions on the form of the stored-energy function of 
a hyperelastic material so as to ensure physically reasonable results as “the main 
unsolved problem of the theory of finite strain.” While it is universally agreed 
that response functionals should be frame-indifferent functionals of some appro- 
priate measure of the deformation, that the rule of material symmetry be obeyed, 
and the deformations which are not locally inverible and orientation-preserving 
be disallowed, additional requirements that are needed have been the subject 
of debate for many years. A comprehensive survey and critique of various 
inequalities proposed in nonlinear elasticity can be found in Wang and Truesdell 
[27]. In recent years, several investigators have suggested that the strong ellip- 
ticity condition may prove to be an essential ingredient in the construction of 
physically sound theories. It has certainly proved to be useful in one-dimensional 
theories. Originally proposed for study by Truesdell and Toupin [24], the strong 
ellipticity condition provides an necessary and sufficient condition for the 
accoustic tensor for second- or higher-order waves to be positive definite; statical 
interpretations of the condition given by Hayes [ 151 and others (see also Wang 
and Truesdell [27, pp. 220-2251) .h 5 ow that it leads to physically reasonable 
conditions on elastic deformations. Antman (e.g. [2, 41) and Ball [7] make use of 
versions of the strong ellipticity condition in their existence theories. FYery 
recently, however, Konwles and Sternberg [16, 171 have presented examples in 
two-dimensional finite elasticity in which the strong ellipticity is violated. 
Recently, Ball [7] presented an existence theory for two- and three-dimen- 
sional elasticity problems. Ball’s theory is limited to classical solutions of 
problems involving hyperelastic materials and conservative forces and is based 
on classical minimization arguments of variational calculus. Ball’s theory is based 
on the assumption that strong ellipticity is a constitutive requirement rather than 
a constraint on the motion. As a result, many common material laws cannot be 
accommodated by this theory. Moreover, he is unable to show that minimizers 
of the energy functional are weak solutions of the equilibrium equations. 
The strong ellipticity condition is not assumed to hold in the theory described 
here. Rather, what is shown to be an important factor in our theory is the exist- 
ence of a nonlinear generalization of the Girding inequality, which arises from 
growth conditions on the stress operator. 
In the present study, we consider a general class of variational boundary-value 
problems of nonlinear elasticity, posed in the context of operators on reflexive 
Banach spaces. After some mechanical and mathematical preliminaries in 
Sections 2 and 3, we describe the variational framework for the problem of place 
in elastostatics in Section 4, and we discuss briefly the relationship between the 
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formal operator intrinsic to the variational method and the operators of classical 
elasticity in Section 5. In Section 6, we develop an abstract existence theorem 
for a class of operators on reflexive Banach spaces, which we refer to as G&ding 
operators. The theory combines and generalizes some features of the theory of 
operators of the type of the calculus of variations introduced by Lions [18] and 
the theories of quasilinear elliptic operators of Viiik [26] and the semi-bounded 
operators of Dubinskii [12]. Our abstract Garding operators are neither mono- 
tone nor semi-monotone, but under mild restrictions, they reduce to the 
pseudo-monotone operators studied by Brezis [9] and Lions [18]. Importantly, 
they do cover cases in which non-unique solutions are possible under dead 
loading. In Section 7 we prove several additional theorems in which sufficient 
conditions are laid down for the requirements of our abstract theorems to be met 
by specific elasticity operators on Sobolev spaces. 
2. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
We adopt the usual index notations, when convenient. Latin and Greek 
indices have range 1, 2, 3 and are summed when they are repeated. 
Vectors and tensors are denoted by bold face letters, and X = (Xl, X2, X3) 
denoted a triple of real material coordinates. The usual set theoretic notations 
are used throughout this work. 
Various vector and tensor fields appearing in this study are functions of the 
triple X of material particle labels, although we shall frequently supress the 
dependence on X for simplicity in notations. For example, the value of a tensor 
field A(w(X), X) depending on the vector field w at X may occasionally be 
written simply A(w). 
If A and B are second-order tensors and w is a vector, we shall use the 
notations 
A: B = tr(ABr) (tr A = trace of A) 
(2.1) 
/WI =,,w,l~~=[i-~.-il,‘2. 
We also make use of the properties of Sobolev spaces. If 52 is an open bounded 
domain in R3, the class of functions u given by 
Wm,P(Q) = {u: D% ELP(@, ( a 1 < m}, m>O (2.2) 
is a linear space called the Sobolev space of order m, p. Here U(Q) is the usual 
Lebesgue space of equivalence classes of measurable functions with pth powers 
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Lebesgue integrable on Q, and PU denotes the generalized derivative of u of 
order a; i.e., we employ the multi-index notation, 
Duu = axylaq2 axp' oli = integer > 0. 
Throughout our analysis, we assume that the boundary aQ of Q is smooth 
(e.g. a.Q E 13). For 1 < p < co, Wvzs*(Q) is a Banach space when equipped 
with the norm 
l/P 
Ii u II Wm.“(l2) = 
[j 
c / D”u 1~ dX1X2X3 1 (2.4) n Iale 
and P”**(Q) is reflexive whenever p satisfies 1 <p < co. Clearly, WO,“(sZ) = 
LP(Q). 
We denote by IJVF,~(Q) the closure of the space C,“(Q) of infinitely differen- 
tiable functions with compact support in Q with respect to the norm in (2.4). 
Likewise, the topological dual of the spaces IVY*’ are the so-called negative 
Sobolev spaces, 
wm,*@) = (wyp))‘, $+$-=l. 
For vector-valued functions X -+ w(X) E Rs whose components are in 
Sobolev spaces, we use the notations 
w-p) = (w-(L?))3 = w-(Q) x W~Jysz) x W-ysz) 
(2.6) 
=h = (Wl, w2, w3): wi E JPJyQ), i = 1, 2, 3) 
II w IIWrn,D(Q) = 
[ 
5 1’p II wi lI~m,.(Q) 
i=l 1 (2.7) 
etc. 
w-my2) = (wy(Q))‘, m B 0, (2.8) 
We also make use of the Sobolev imbedding theorem (see Sobolev [22], or, 
for a modern account, Adams [l]) which asserts that for a domain Q C R” 
which has the cone property,l 
w~+“qi?) c W~q2) if mp < n and p < q d np/(n - mp) 
(2.9) 
Wm+s~*(L?) C lWq(f2) if mp=n and p<q<cO, 
etc. In particular, the embedding of W**p(G’) into U(Q) is compact for mp < n, 
p < q < np/(n - mp) and mp < n, P < q < 00. 
’ See, for example, Adams [l, p. 651, or Oden and Reddy [19]. 
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3. SOME KINEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
Our objective here is to give a brief account of certain mechanical ideas so as to 
establish notations and conventions to be used in the next section. 
We regard a bounded material body B as an oriented, three-dimensional, 
differentiable manifold whose underlying set is the closure of a measurable and 
nondenumerable set Q, the elements P of which are called material particles. 
Since J2 is homeomorphic to some region 92s of R3, we can identify with each 
particle P an intrinsic set of particle labels X = (Xl, X2, X3) so that as P runs 
over Q, X runs over B0 . As a consequence of this homeomorphism, we make no 
distinction between X and P or Q and 92,, in what follows. To identify places in 
Euclidean space (points in R3), we establish a spatial frame of reference to which 
there corresponds a curvilinear coordinate system x = (x1, 2, x3). As is custo- 
mary, we choose 92,, to correspond to the region occupied by the body in its 
reference configuration, and we select the labels (xl, X2, X3) identifying each 
particle X so as to coincide with the coordinates (xl, x2, x3) of X in the reference 
configuration. 
The position of particle X in the reference configuration relative to the fixed 
spatial frame is defined by the position vector r,,(X), which is assumed to be 
continuously differentiable and invertible on the closure G of Q. If g(X) denotes 
the determinant of the metric tensor at X, i.e., 
g(X) = det (& . s) = [det (%)I” 
then the volume measure of a differential volume of material at X is denoted 
du(X) = g(X)1’2 dX1 dX2 dX3. (3.1) 
Likewise, a differential element of material surface area of the boundary 
a52 = D - Sz of Q at a particle X E 82 is denoted ds(X). Thus, in the reference 
configuration, 
meas(J2) = jD du and meas = i, ds, 
where here and in all the developments to follow, Lebesgue integration is 
implied. 
If the position of X in an arbitrary (deformed) configuration relative to the 
frame x is given by the position vector x(X), then 
x(X) = r,(X) + w(X), (3.2) 
where w(X) is the displacement of particle X. This relation defines a continuous 
and invertible map x of particles (or, equivalently, places in 9&, corresponding 
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to particles) into places x E R3. We often require that this map be absolutely 
continuous; i.e., x is continuous and its partial derivatives with respect to XR, 
a: = 1,2, 3, are measurable on a. It is customary to require that the map x be 
locally invertible and orientation-preserving at each X, except possibly on 
sets of zero measure. This requirement manifests itself in the invertibility 
condition2 
SYWdX) . (G,(X) x G3Wl > 0 for almost every X E .Q (3.3) 
where 
G,(X) = G(X) (3.4) 
and commas denote differentiation with respect to the X”. It is important to note 
that the differentiations x,, = ax/ZxE need be interpreted, at this point, only in a 
generalized sense. We elaborate on this point in the next section. 
We denote by C,,(X) the components of the Green-Saint-Venant strain 
tensor C(X) at X: 
C,,(X) = G,(X) Go(X) E (WJNg. (3.5) 
Then 
det(C,,(X)) = g(X)pl [det(ax(X)/aX)12 (3.6) 
so that ax/ax E (L1(Q))g and the invertibility condition (3.3) implies that C(X) 
is positive definite almost everywhere in Q. As indicated in the Introduction, we 
do not impose the local invertibility constraint in this work. A discussion of the 
difficulties inherent in imposing this condition is to be given in future work. 
4. SOME HYPOTHESES AND INEQUALITIES 
In classical theories of elasticity, it is convenient to describe the particular 
constitution of the material of which the body is composed by a material law 
giving the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress S(X) as a function of, for example, the 
Green-Saint Venant strain. Indeed, if T = T&B(X) G,(X) @ G,(X) is the Cauchy 
stress at X, and if 
2?(X) = G(X)l’” T”‘(X) xl”a(X) (4.1) 
where G(X) == det(C,,(X)), then the constitutive equation is, for example, of 
the form 
S(X) = @C(X), X) = Q(vw(X), X) (4.2) 
2 The invertibility condition (in a slightly stronger form) is well known in continuum 
mechanics; see, for example, Truesdell and Toupin [24] or Truesdell and No11 [25]. 
However, its importance in existence theory was first emphasized by Antman [2]; see 
also Antman [3-61. 
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where VW(X) is the displacement gradient tensor at X and Q and Q are frame- 
indifferent response functionals satisfying appropriate material symmetry rules 
for the material at hand. Also, in the classical theory, the function Q is assumed 
to be a differentiable function of (for example) the displacement gradients, and 
we denote 
aQ(CtW, X) ___-- 
X 
= A(Vw(X), X) 
C-VW (4.3) 
where A is a fourth order tensor. 
Let us assume that the xi are Cartesian and that VW = (aw/LLYm) = (w,,). 
Then the components of A of (4.3) are given by 
A”ejfl(vw(X), X) = apq VW, X) 
a=kB c=vw 
(4.4) 
The condition 
Pj@( VW(X), X) mgtmmjng > 0 (4.5) 
for a given displacement field w and for arbitrary nonzero vectors m and n is 
called the strong ellipticit con&ion at X (see, e.g., Truesdell and Toupin [24], 
Hayes [ 151, or Antman [2, 31). 
We remark that if A is any constant fourth order tensor with the properties 
(i) AiajBm,namjng > 0, Vm, n # 0, and 
(ii) A is continuous 4-linear form mapping of S, x S, into [w, where S, 
is the unit sphere in R3, 
S, = (a E R3: /j a Ii13 = l}, 
then there exists a constant y,, > 0 such that 3 
We next list a number of hypothesis that play an important role in subse- 
quent developments: 
I. Henceforth, we regard the displacement field w as an element of a 
separable 4 reflexive Banach space %(s2) called the space of admissible displace- 
ments. In this setting, stress is identified with a continuous, tensor-valued, linear 
functional S on the space 4V(JZ?), and this functional depends upon w. Moreover, 
the dependence of the stress on w is determined by a generalized response 
s This follows immediately from the fact that (A”“%z,n,mjn~/~~ m /l&s . 11 n j&s) is 
continuous on the compact set S, x S, and, therefore, achieves its infimum yO there. 
Condition (i) guarantees that this infimum is positive. 
4 The assumption of separability is convenient but not essential, since we can make 
use of filters in lieu of countably dense subspaces in subsequent compactness arguments. 
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functional Q defined on a subspace %?“(J2) of a(&?) into “21(Q)‘, a(Q)’ being the 
topological dual of Lzd(!S), such that 
1.1. For almost every X E Q, the function C + Q(C, X) E @(SL)‘, 
C E 9(R3, R3), is a Gateaux differentiable function of C, its derivative being 
the fourth-order tensor A such that, for real 0, 
s ’ dQm + *?!i do = __-__ ’ A(Vu + Bvv, X) d0 . vv 0 dt9 s 0 
(4.6) 
vu, v E a(Q) and almost every X E Sz; 
1.2. For every C E 3’(R3, R3), the functions X + Q(C, X) and 
X + A(C, X) are measurable. 
II. a(G) is densely and continuously embedded in a Hilbert space x(sZ) 
and S?(G) is a pivot space; 5 i.e., Z?(G) is identified with its topological dual 
Z(Q)‘. We then have the inclusions, 
?qL?) c SqQ) = JqQ)’ c aqsz)‘. (4.7) 
Moreover, 9(G) is contained in a reflexive Banach space V(sZ) with compact 
injection i: e(Q) + V(g), and 9’“(Q) C x(sZ). 6 
III. Let B,(O) be the ball of radius p in a(Q). Then, for every u, q E B,(O), 7 
5 With rare exceptions, we generally have in mind here the space Lz(Q) = (L?(s?))~ 
in applications. 
6 For example, if a(Q) = WiJ(Q), p > 2, where WI+(S) is the Sobolev space in- 
troduced in Section 2, then a(Q) is compact in Lp(Q) and Ln(Q) C Ls(Q). Other examples, 
of course, could be cited. 
’ In the classical linear theory of elasticity, the condition A”“@(X) min,m,ng ;; 
y,, II m & )I n /I$ VX E Q implies the Girding-inequality, 
I 
AiaW) v;,,(X) c’j./dW du > co Ii v Il~~,zp~ - ~1 I/v ll;qn, 
R 
where c 0 , ci > 0; see, for example, Yosida [28] or Gurtin [14]. 
A nonlinear version of this type of inequality was described by Visik [24] for a certain 
class of quasilinear boundary-value problems. In certain nonlinear theories, it may be 
reasonable to assume a strong ellipticity condition of the form 
s 
1 
AiaM(Vu + NV, X) di3 . mknamjng > y(Vv) I/ m II& /In II&z 
0 
VU, v E a(Q), Vm, n E R3, and almost every X E Q 
where function y(Vv(X), X) is strictly positive for every v E Q(B) and almost every 
X E Q. Ball [7J has apparently used a strong ellipticity condition of this type in his work 
on hyperelasticity. Knowles and Stemberg [16, 17j have constructed examples of finite 
deformations of elastic bodies for which strong ellipticity is violated. We emphasize that 
we do not assume strong ellipticity at any point in this work. 
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ss 
1 Aiei’wl + m, X) de,&) %,6(X) du 2P(II rllw?,) - %G II rl Ilvd 
00 (4.8) 
where 9 and 9 are continuous non-negative, real-valued functions and 3 has 
the property that 
d’y+ $ qx, L9y) =0 Vx,ye Rf 
-3 (4.9) 
where B is a real parameter greater than zero. 
IV. The operators entering the boundary-value problems of elasticity are 
coercive, i.e. 
lim i/ q /l&(n) R (Q(b, X): Vq - POW?, W . ‘1) dV/ = +m (4.10) IlrlllQ(,)-- IS 
where F(n, X) is a body force possibly depending on rl. 1 
We emphasize that F(x) - $(p, x) may be negative for certain p, x. We give 
more specific forms of F and 9 in Section 7. 
5. A VARIATIONAL BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM IN ELASTOSTATICS 
We now consider a class of nonlinear Dirichlet problems of elastostatics (i.e., 
we consider the problem of place with homogeneous boundary data). In addition 
to the assumptions and conventions laid down in Sections 3 and 4, we assume 
that g(Q) is dense in the space of admissible displacements a(Q), where 
and .2(!2) is the space of test functions defined on S; i.e., g(G)) is the linear 
space Coa(G) of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support in s;) 
equipped with the usual locally convex topology of test functions. The topological 
dual of g(52) is then the locally convex linear topological space $2(G) of vector- 
valued Schwartz distributions. * We then haven the inclusions, 
5@(Q) c %!(Q) c aqsz)’ c 5q.Q)‘. (5.1) 
We consider the following problem in nonlinear elasticity: Find the displuce- 
ment $eld w E all(s2) such that 
.r R (Q(Vw): Vv - foF(w) * v) du = 0 vv E %+2) (5.2) 
8 See, for example, Schwartz [21] or, for a readable summary account, Yosida [28]. 
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where p0 = p&X) is the mass density in the reference configuration and 
F(w) = F(w(X), X) is the body force, possibly dependent on w, but not neces- 
sarily derivable from a potential.g Here 
X - ho F(w(W, Xl is measurable VW E aqq 
5 - P&W W, Xl, e E R3, is continuous from 
R3 into itself for almost every X E 9. 
(5.3) 
Let us denote 
P(u, v) = Q(Vu): Vv - psF(u) v. 
Then in this case, 
42(Q) = {w: P(w, w) E Ll(J2); w(X) = 0, a.e. X E aQ>. (5.4) 
Remark. We remark that we do not necessarily assume that the material is 
hyperelastic, nor do we assume that the external forces F are conservative. 1 
The Formal Operator A: %(G) + %(a)‘. We shall now investigate the 
relationship between the variational boundary-value problem (5.2) and the 
“classical” boundary-value problem of place in nonlinear elasticity. 
We observe that for each choice of a displacement field u E a(G), the integral 
in (5.2) defines a continuous linear functional A(u) E 9(G)‘. Indeed, if (., .‘> 
denotes duality pairing on @c(Q)’ x a(Q), then we may write 
A(U) (v) ze (a(u), v) = j-n (Q(Vu): Cv - psF(u) . v) dv. (5.5) 
Thus, (5.2) is equivalent to the following abstract problem on rej2exive Banach 
spaces: find w E &c(Q) such that 
A(w) = 8 (5.5) 
where A is a nonlinear map from Q(sZ) into its topological dual Q(G)’ and 9 
is the zero elements of 4(Q)‘. 
To interpret A, we make use of (5.1) and (4.7), which lead to 
9(Q) c %qsz) c SqQ) = 3qQ)’ c 42(Q)’ c cB(Q)‘. (5.6) 
Let cp E B(Q) and consider the distribution d(w) E S@(Q)’ defined by 
J(w) (cp) = 1 (QW): vv - dW * ‘p) du VqJ E q-2). (5.7) 
R 
9 Here, and elsewhere in this section, we refrain from displaying the dependence of 
various values on X for simplicity in notation, except in those instances where this 
dependence is of special importance. Thus, Q(Vw(X), X), WV(X), pO(X) F(w(X), X) are 
written Q(Vw), Vv, pOF(w), etc. 
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Clearly, if [., .] denotes duality pairing on 3(52) x B(Q), and if we identify 
Q(Vw) and -F(w) with distributions in B(a)‘, we may write 
44 (cp) = II--DivQ(W - P,J(w), VI vcp E CqQ). (5.8) 
Here we have followed a standard practice of using the same notations for the 
distributions as that for the functions identified with them. In (5.8), -Div 
denotes the distributional divergence operator. 
Now let f denote the injection of g(J2) in @(sZ) and 3’ its adjoint: 
2: cB(52) --j 4q.Q); f’: W(Q) + P&Q)‘. (5.9) 
Then, it is clear that for any cp E%(L)), 
<+4 fcp> = WA(w), ‘PI (5.10) 
and since, by virtue of (5.7) the values of the distributions d(w) and $‘A(w) 
must coincide, we conclude that 
/‘A(w) = &02(w); (5.11) 
that is, the linear functional A(w) associated with the variational boundary-value 
problem (5.2) is the restriction of the distribution 
d(w) = -Div Q(Vw) - p,F(w) (5.12) 
to the topological dual a(Q)’ of the p s ace Q(Q) of admissible displacements. 
We obtain the classical problem of elastostatics, 
Div Q(Vw) + p,,F(w(X)) = 0; w=O on i3;2 
whenever 
(1) w(X) and the functions Div Q(w(X)), F(w(X)) are sufficiently smooth 
that (5.12) makes sense for every X E L?; e.g., w(X) E C2(sZ) n C,l(Q), F(w(X)), 
QEC. 
(2) We identify the distributions in (5.12) with the functions in (5.1). 
If -DivQ(V( )) - p,,F( ) ’ h is t e c assical differential operator on, for example, 1 
C2(L’) n C:(Q), then A represents its extension to e(G). 
The role of the pivot space 3Ea(s2) in these interpretations is critical: the pivot 
space is the space of transition from functions tofunctionals; it is here that we are 
permitted to identify functions in S?(Q) with functionals in .X(G)‘. 
An important question which arises at this point (and one which we shall not 
address in this paper) is that of regularity: given J2, Q, and the data paF, and 
assuming a solution exists, exactly what is the “smallest” space in which the 
solution lies ? This fundamental question seems to be open for virtually all non- 
linear boundary-value problems of much significance. 
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6. ABSTRACT EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR ELASTICITY 
Throughout this section, we shall use the following conventions: 
(1) @ and V“ are separable reflexive Banach spaces with norms 11 *Ila and 
II . llv > respectively; 
(2) S is continuously and densely embedded in 9’” and the injection 
i: @ - V is compact. 
We recall that an operator A: % + +Y is said to be hemicontinuous if, for 
every u, v E @, the functionlO 
y(t) = Gqu + tv), v>, tE R, 
where (., .) denotes duality pairing on 4Y x @, is a continuous function from 
R into R. We also recall that for nonlinear operators, an operator A: %P -+ %’ is 
bounded whenever it maps bounded sets in @ into bounded sets in 9’. 
We next introduce a broad class of operators which includes many of those 
encountered in nonlinear elasticity. 
DEFINITION. An operator A: S + @“, where 4Y is the topological dual of @, 
will be called a G&ding operator if A can be expressed in the form 
A(u) = A@, u) 
where u, v + A(u, v) is an operator on (%I x @ + a%’ having the following 
properties: 
(i) Vv E %, u + A(u, v) is hemicontinuous from % into %%‘. 
(ii) There exists a continuous, non-negative valued function H: R-1 x 
If-t+ -+ Rf, where R+ = [0, co), with the properties 
lim J- H(x, @v) = 0 
8-rOL 0 
vx, y E lR+ 
such that for every u and v in the ball 
the following inequality holds: 
<Ah u) - A(v, 4, u - v> 3 --H(P, !I u - v Ii-v). (6.3) 
lo This definition of hemicontinuity is slightly more general than that found elsewhere 
(e.g., Lions [18, p. 1571) wherein the function x(t) = <A(u) + tv), w> is continuous for 
every u, ~1, w E 9. Here we require continuity only in the direction of the first variable II. 
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(iii) If {un} is a sequence converging weakly to an element u E %, then 
$2 inf(A(v, u,) - A(v, u), 24, - 24) > 0 vv E %, (6.4) 
i+i inf(A(v, 24,) - A(v, u), w) = 0 Vv, w E @. 1 (6.5) 
We shall now demonstrate that if a Girding operator A is bounded, then it 
falls into the class of so-called pseudomonotone operators l1 which have been 
studied by BrCzis [9], Lions [18], and others. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A: %! --+ 42’ be a G&ding operator. Then A has the following 
property: If {u,} is a sequence converging weakly to an element u E @%, and if 
F+i sup(A(u,), u, - u> < 0, (64 
then 
F-2 inf(A(u,), II, - v) > (A(u), u - v) vv E %. (6.7) 
Proof. Let {u,} converge weakly to u in % and let w be an arbitrary element 
of @. If p > max{ll w (14, /I u, I~* , I/ u //ql}, then according to (6.3), 
Thus, 
(A&z 3 u,) - A@, un), un - w> 3 --H(P, II u, - w 11~). 
(A(u,), u - w> + @@,A un - u> 
> (A(w, u,) - A(w, u), u, - u) f (A(w, u,) - A(w, u), u - wi 
L (A(w, u), u, - w> - H(P, II un - w/iv). 
Let (6.6) hold. Then, since 
lim inf(A(u,), u, - n> < lim sup(A(u,), u, - u) .< 0, 
we have 
k+i inf(A(u,), u - w) 
> !iim inf{(A(w, u,) - A(w, u), un - u> + (A(w, u,) - A(w, u), u - w>) 
+ ~+$4(w, u), u, - w> - t+i WA II un - w 11~). 
Now the terms in braces on the right side af this are non-negative by virtue of 
I1 An operator A: 4 + 4’ is pseudomonotone if it is bounded and if (6.7) holds 
whenever U, -+ u weakly in Q then (6.6) is satisfied. 
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(6.4) and (6.5). Likewise, since % is compact in VP, {u,J converges strongly to u 
in V. Also, H(x, y) is, by hypothesis, continuous in y. Therefore, 
Next, we set w = u - e(u - ZJ), where 0 is an arbitrary real number and zi 
is an arbitrary element of @ (CL now being also large enough to bound (1 v /IV). 
Then 
ii-r-~ inf(d(u,), 24 - v) > (A(u - B(U - ), ), V 24 U-V)-+H(p,8j~U-Vliy). 
Now using the hemicontinuity guaranteed by property (i) and using property 
(6.1), we take the limit as 8 -+ 0+ to obtain 
Ini inf(A(u,), u - v) 3 (A(u), u - v) vv E 2%. F-8) 
Next, we observe that 
Mu, , %z> - 44 %Jr un - u> 3 --H(P? II %i - u llv). 
Hence 
3 (A@, u,) - A(u), %I - u> + Gw, un - u> - w/b II %I - u Ilr) 
and, therefore, in view of (6.4), 
k+t inf(A(u,), u, - u) >, 0. 
We conclude from this last result that 
$2 inf(A(qJ, u, - v) = i+% inf{(d(u,), u - v) + (A(u,), u, - u)> 
> t+i inf(A(v,), u - v). 
Thus, in view of (6.8), 
F+i inf(A(u,), u, - v) > (A(u), u - v) vu E 4? 
which was to be proved. B 
Remark. Girding operators A: % + 9’ can, by definition, be of the form 
A(u) = B(u) C(u) 
where B is a hemicontinuous operator such that Vu, v E B,(O) 
<B(u) C(u) - B(v) w> I.4 - v> > --H(P> II 24 - ‘0 II94 
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and C is an operator such that u, - u weakly in % implies that 
lifi inf(B(v) C(qJ - B(w) C(U), u, - 24) >, 0 VVE% 
and 
The conditions on C are very weak, and below we show that they can be replaced 
by somewhat stronger conditions which are easier to implement in specific 
applications. 
We note also that Garding operators may also be expressible as a sum: 
A(4 = 44 4, A(u, v) = B(u) + C(v). 
In the theory of pseudomonotone operators, B is often assumed to be hemi- 
continuous, bounded, and monotone, and it generally is introduced to represent 
the terms in a nonlinear partial differential operator involving derivatives of the 
the highest order. The term C generally involves lower order derivatives and is 
weakly continuous. Obviously, for the class of Girding operators of this form, 
B need not be monotone. 1 
We finally arrive at a general existence theorem. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let A: 4? -+ W be a bounded G&ding operator and let A be 
coercive; i.e., let 
]im (A(u), ‘) = +co 
Ilullq+m 11 u /I‘@ (6.9) 
Then A is surjective; i.e., for every f E W there exists at least ooze u E @ such that 
A(u) = f. (6.10) 
Remark. This result actually follows immediately from Theorem 6.1 and 
a theorem of BrCzis [9]: Coercive, pseudomonotone operators on reflexive 
separable Banach spaces into their duals are surjective. (See also Lions [IS, 
p. 1801.) For completeness, we shall outline a constructive proof. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. We adopt a method of proof similar to those common 
to monotone operator theory. We make use of three devices. 
1. The construction of a countable family of finite-dimensional subspaces 
%,, of 4 such that ul, an is dense in @, and the construction of approxima- 
tions of (6.10) on these subspaces; 
2. The fact that restrictions of bounded pseudo-monotone operators on 
reflexive Banach spaces to finite-dimensional subspaces are continuous, and 
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3. The classical Brouwer fixed point theorem,12 or a well-known corollary 
to it:i3 if F: R” + [w” is continuous and coercive (i.e., (F(x) . x)/II x lInti --f +co 
as 11 x iin,, -+ m), then for every p E 58 ‘) there is at least one x E KP such that 
F(x) = p. 
We denote by [wr , ZL’~ ,... ] a basis for OZ and by [wr , z~‘a ,..., w,,] a basis for a 
finite-dimensional subspace ql?,, of @. The Faedo-Galerkin approximation of 
(6.10) on +V(,,, involves the following finite-dimensional problem: find u,,, E q/?,, 
such that 
<&n), q\ = <f, Wji, j = 1) 2,..., m (6.11) 
where, again, (., .) denotes duality pairing on @. 
Observations 2 and 3 listed above establish that (6.11) has a solution u,, for 
each m. Let {urn} denote the sequence of solutions to the approximate problems, 
and let y: R ’ -+ Iw be such that 
By hypothesis, y(r) --t $ co as Y - CO. Hence, the sequence of approximations 
{u,,} is bounded. Since @ is reflexive, we can extract a subsequence {u,,,~} which 
converges weakly to an element u E @. 
Now for each k, u,~ is a solution of the finite dimensional problem. Hence, 
(A(u,J, wii = <f> wji, I <j<mm, 
and, as j-t a, (A(u,,& w\ = if, w). Hence {A(u,,~)} is bounded and, there- 
fore, we can choose a subsequence which converges weakly to some element 
x E %‘. We continue to denote this subsequence by {u,,~}. 
Since (A(um,), u,,,) = (f, u, ‘), we have h 
Hence, 
t+z supG%,,J, u,,, - u> = 0. 
Thus (6.6) is satisfied. It follows, then, from (6.7) that 
l.+i+m inf(A(u,,), urn, - v} > (A(u), u - v). 
Thus, VU E %Y, 
(A(u), u - v> < k+z inf(A(u,,), umk - v> < (x, u - a> 
I* Brouwer [lo]. For a comprehensive account of the Brouwer-theory and its generaliza- 
tions, see Browder [l I]. 
I3 See, for example, Lions [18, p. 531. 
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or 
(A(u) - x, u - v) < 0, vv E %?f. 
Choosing v = 2u - w shows that (A(u) - X, w - V> < 0 VW. Hence, 
,4(U) = x 
and the theorem is proved. 1 
The theory developed up to this point is sufficiently general to encompass 
most of the applications to elasticity that we have in mind. However, with some 
minor modifications, we can bring the theory of operators of the type of the 
calculus of variations studied by Lions [ 181 into the framework of our theory. 
For this purpose, we introduce a slightly modified class of operators. 
DEFINITION. An operator A: % + qf’ will be called a variational G&ding 
operator if A can be expressed in the form 
A(u) = A(u, u) 
where u, z’+ A(u, z) is an operator on @ x @ + W having the following 
properties: 
(i) VU E @, u + A(u, U) is hemicontinuous from @ into W. 
(ii) Property (ii) of Girding operators holds; i.e. (6.3) holds for a function 
H satisfying (6.1). 
(iii) VU E qf, u + A(u, z) is bounded from @ into W. 
(iv) If {u,} is a sequence converging weakly in @ to u and if 
lim(A(u, , u,) - A(un , u), u, - u) -+ 0 n-*a (6.12) 
then VV E %%, Jo, u,J converges weakly to A(o, U) in W 
(v) If (un} is a sequence converging weakly to u in % and if, VW E %, 
A(u, un) converges weakly to some element x in qf’, then 
Remark. Obviously, we obtain variational Ggrding operators from Girding 
operators by replacing condition (iii) (particularly (6.4) and (6.5)) by conditions 
(iii)‘-(v) above. These new conditions are similar to those found in Lion’s 
definition of “operators of the type of the calculus of variations” in l-181. How- 
ever, a variational Girding operator, as we have defined it here, is considerably 
more general than the operators of the type of the calculus of variations. To 
obtain this latter class of operators, we must (1) add to property (i) the require- 
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ment that u - A(u, V) be bounded, (2) take H = 0 in (i), and (3) demand that 
u --, i2(v, u) be hemicontinuous. 
In addition, the class of Girding operators includes the quasilinear operators 
studied by ViEik [25] and the semi-bounded quasi-linear operators studied by 
Dubinskii [12], the latter being obtained by replacing our assumed hemi- 
continuity in (i) by demicontinuity of the total operator, by requiring that (ii) 
hold for all of L4 rather than only a component part of A, by replacing conditions 
(iii)‘-(v) with the gross hypothesis that A be completely continuous, and by 
choosing %?L to be specifically the Sobolev space IVrPD(sZ). It is also observed that 
A is not monotone, nor is it necessarily monotone in any of its components 
A(u) = A(u, u). However, we show below that if a variational Girding operator 
A is bounded, then, again, it is pseudomonotone. 1 
THEOREM 6.3. Let A: % ---f % be a variational G&ding operator. Then A has 
the following property: If {u,,} is a sequence converging weakly to an element u E 92, 
and if (6.6) is satisfied, then then (6.7) holds. 
Proof. The plan of the proof involves the following four steps: 
1. Suppose that (un} is a sequence in % converging weakly to u E 9’/ such 
that (6.6) holds. We will show that a subsequence (un,} can be chosen so that 
j& inf(A(u,J, ullL - u) = 0. 
7, 
(6.14) 
2. Suppose that {un,} is the subsequence in (6.14), v is an arbitrary element 
in %, and p > max{li u,> (I@ , II v 11% , /I u II*} for all nk . Let 
w=&lf(l -8)u, BE(O, 1). 
Then we shall show that 
jigs inf(A(u,J, u - n) >, (A( w, u), u - a> - $ W/J, 0 II u - v b). (6.15) 
k 
3. Next we observe that (6.14) and (6.15) combine to give 
= ,‘iy= inf<A(u,,), u,, - v) > (A(w, u), u - v) - 
b 
Thus, using the hemicontinuity of A(w, u) in w and property (6.1) of H, we 
take the limit as 0 + 0 to obtain 
lim inf(A(u,,), u,, - v> > <A(u), u - v> vv E e. (6.16) ?Lk.‘rn 
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4. Finally, we argue that (6.16) must hold for arbitrary subsequences (un,) 
and that, therefore, it also holds for the original sequence {u,}. 
We proceed to prove (6.14). Since A(u, uJ is bounded (property (iii)‘), we 
can identify a subsequence (u,,,}, depending on I(, such that A(zl, u,J converges 
weakly to an element xU E a’. By property (v), 
Thus, 
,$,<4un,), u,, - u> - lim (A(u, unk), uBk - u) Is ?ll,+m 
= $a(4u,,), u,, k - u> 2 -pw H(p, I/ unk - u I/r) = 0. k 
We must, therefore, conclude that limnb+m(A(unk), u - u} = 0, which is 
precisely (6.14). The first step in our proof is, thus, easilky concluded. 
Next, let M,, be defined by 
Mn = <A(un , u,) - A@, un), un - u>. 
If (uJ is any sequence converging weakly to u and satisfying (6.6), then 
F+i sup M,, < -l$ inf(A(u, u,), u, - u). 
Hence, according to (6.14), 
But 
lim sup M,, < 0. 7zL+x 
because u,~ must converge strongly to u in V and lim,.,,, N(p, r) = 0. Hence 
lim Mn, = 0. ttk’rn 
This means, by virtue of property (iv), that 
A@, unJ - A@, u> weakly in @‘, VVE@. (6.17) 
Next, we notice that (6.3) implies that 
(A(un,) - A(w, un,), un, - w> 3 --H(P, II ultr - w l!v> 
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where w = BTJ + (1 - C))U, BE(O, I). Thus 
We shall examine the limit inferior of each of the terms on the right side of this 
inequality. 
First, it is clear that the term (A(w, unk), u - v,) -+ (A(w, u), u - z’,, by 
virtue of (6.17). The second term, {Ju,~), un - u> -+ 0 by (6.14). Likewise, 
(6.11) shows that A(w, u,!J + A(w, u) weaklykin q’ so that, by property (v) 
(or (6.13)), (A(w, u,~), U, - u;) - 0. 
It now remains for us ti examine the term 1f(p, Ii u,~ - w liu) in (6.18). Since 
H is continuous in each of its arguments, and since limnk+no /’u,~ - w I+. = 
lirnnk-,= /I u,~ - u + S(u - u)~‘+T, we have 
Thus, we arrive at the inequality 
0 ,“,“, inf(A(u,,), u - v} 3 B(A(w, u), u - v> - H(p, 6 /I u - Z, liv) 
n 
which, upon dividing through by 0, gives (6.15). 
At this point, we have established (6.14) and (6.15). Inequality (6.16) now 
follows immediately from the arguments given in step 3 of the plan described 
at the beginning of the proof. It remains only to complete step 4: to show that 
(6.16) holds for arbitrary subsequences. This, however, is not difficult. 
Let 
pn = w4, UT& - v) - <A(u), u - v). 
We have shown that if {u,} is a sequence converging weakly to u which satisfies 
(6.6), then a subsequence {unle} can be chosen such that 
lim inf Pn, > 0. ?zli+x 
Suppose this were not the case; i.e. suppose it is possible to pick a subsequence 
{u,~} such that Pnt < --E pn, . Since II, satisfies the original hypotheses, we 
can extract a subsequence {u,/ } such that 
WI 
lim inf Pflt > 0 m 
a contradiction. Hence (6.7) holds for {u,}, and the proof is complete. 
We next have the obvious corollary: 
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THEOREM 6.4. Let A: % + W be a bounded, coercive, variational G&ding 
operator. Then A is surjective. 
It is known that pseudomonotone operators belong to a larger and very 
general class of operators introduced by BrCzis [9] called operators of type M. In 
particular, an operator A: % - %’ is of type M if the condition 
({u,} converges weakly to u in %, A(u,) converges weakly to 
x in @‘, and $2 supW4, u,> < (x, 4) 
implies that 
x = i2(U). 
(6.19) 
A very general existence theorem involving operators of type M can be con- 
structed as a straightforward generalization of the theory of monotone operators. 
We shall record it as a lemma: l4 
LEMMA 6.1. Let A: % -+ %/II’ be a bounded hemicontinuous, coercive operator of 
type M. Then A is surjective. 
If we now examine carefully the properties of Girding operators, we observe 
that property (iii) serves to ensure that A(u, v) is completely continuous in v 
and that (i) and (ii) produce the required behavior in u. Once this observation is 
made, the following straightforward generalization of the proofs of Theorems 
6.1 and 6.2 is possible.l5 
THEOREM 6.3. Let A: 22 + W be a Girding operator. Then A is an operator 
of type M; i.e., A satisfies (6.19). 
Proof. Let (un} be weakly convergent to u and let v be arbitrary. If 
P >, max{lI u, 11% , II u /I& , (I v lie}, property (ii) reveals that 
<A(un 7 u,) - A@, un), u, - v> >, --f&CL, I/ u, - v I/& 
Further, suppose that A(u,) --+ x weakly in @’ and that 
<x> u> 2 ;+i SUP<~U, 9 ~4, ~2. 
Taking lim sup of the above inequality, 
(x, u - v) - lim inf(A(v, un), u, - v) > -inf H(p, 11 u, - v 11~). *+73 n+r; 
I4 For a proof, see, for example, Br&is [9] or Lions [18]. 
I6 This generalization was suggested by N. Kikuchi after he had read an earlier version 
of the manuscript of this paper. 
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However, from (6.21) and (6.27), 
jii’f inf(A(v, 24,) 24, - V) = ii? inf{(A(z, n,) - A(v, u), u, - u) 
-t- <A(% u), %L - ui + WA %), u - v>l 
3 (A@, u), u - v). 
Therefore, 
Let w be arbitrary and choose p again large enough so that B,(O) also contains 
w.Ifwesetv=Bw+(l -0)u,then 
(x - 4u + d(w - 4, w) 3 - + IQ, e /I w - u II+-) 
so that, upon taking the limit as 6’+ O+, we have 
Hence, 
<x - A(u), wo> 2 0, VWES2. 
x = 44 
i.e., A is type M. 1 
We may summarize the relationship between various classes of nonlinear 
operators as follows: 
1. (A is a bounded, hemicontinuous, monotone operator) 
3 (A is a bounded Girding operator) 
* (A is pseudo-monotone) = (A is of type M). 
2. (A is an operator of the type of the calculus of variations) 
3 (A is a bounded variational Carding operator) 
=> (A is a bounded Girding operator) 
+ (A is pseudomonotone) + (A is of type M) 
3. (A is a Girding operator) 
a (A is of type n/r). 
It appears that the theory of operators of the type of the calculus of variations 
are sufficiently general to cover most one-dimensional theories of nonlinear 
elasticity. However, for two- and three-dimensional problems, a more general 
framework than Girding operators may be necessary. 
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7. APPLICATIONS TO NONLINEAR BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS 
We shall now consider several applications of the theory of Section 6 to some 
specific boundary-value problems. We are able to state sufficient conditions for 
existence of solutions for some concrete examples of operators on Sobolev 
spaces. 
APPLICATION 1 (A Problem of Place in Ekzstotatics). We first consider 
problem (5.2), where F(w, X) = f(X); i.e., F depends on X but not on w, and 
%(sZ) is defined by (5.4). We immediately have: 
THEOREM 7.1. Let conditions I, II, III, and IV given in Section 4 hold. Then 
there exists a solution to (5.2). 
Proof. Since F is independent of w, we can take A(u, v) = A,(U) + A,(V) 
where A,(u) = -DivQ(Vu, X) and A, = 0. Hence, A possesses property (iii) 
of Girding operators. Property (i) follows from hypothesis I and (ii) follows 
from (4.8): 
(A(u, v) - A(v, u), u - v) = 
s R (Q(Vu, X) - Q(Vv, X)): V(u - v) du 
zzz ss 
' dQ(Vv + ev(U - Vh x) &l: qu _ v) d,, 
SaO de 
3 -%h II u - z’ I!v> 
for u, veB,(O). 1 
APPLICATION 2 (Non-colzservative Forces Dependent on the Displacement Field). 
We return to the variational boundary-value problem (5.2) of place. The hypo- 
theses made in Sections 4 and 5 are still in force, except that now we must be 
more specific about the structure of the spaces %(s2), -Ir(sZ), and x(52) and the 
functions 9 and 9 of (4.8). 
We shall consider here the following example problem for a homogeneous, 
isotropic, elastic body: Find w E W’,9D(sZ) such that 
j-q (Q(Vw): Vv - poF(w) . v) dv = 0 vv E w;qq (7.1) 
where p 3 2 and Wt*‘(C!) is the Sobolev space described in Section 2. In the 
present case, we have 
+Y(Q) = w;“(Q), V(Q) = L”(8), zqsz) = L2(sz) (7.2) 
and the following hypotheses are in force: 
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I’. Hypotheses I and II of Section 4 for the choices of spaces indicated in 
(7.2); in particular, we assume that constants DIED, /3,, ;:, 0 such that 
II’. Q is bounded and hemicontinuous from WiPP(Q) into W-l,rJ’(J2), 
p’ = p/(p - l), and Q(0) = 0. 
III’. poF(w) satisfies (5.3) and, moreover, for almost every X E J?, w + 
pa(X) F(w, X) is bounded from WitB(fi) into W-lgp’(52) and satisfies the Lipschitz 
condition 
Ii P$(u, *) - poF(v, *)j~L9,tDj < co ‘~ u - v llEDcn, 
wherein co is a positive constant and 0 < a <p. 
We recall that property (iii) of Girding operators trivially holds in the cases 
in which p,,F is a function of only X. Thus, the problem of place with dead 
loading is a special case of (7.1). 
THEOREM 7. I. Let conditions I’, II’, and III’ stated above hold. Then there 
exists at least one solution to the variational boundary-value problem (7.1). 
Pvoof. We shall show that conditions I, II, and III are sufficient for the 
conditions of Theorem 6.2 to hold. Since 9(sZ) C WkB(sZ), we take v Ed 
and easily conclude that the formal operator associated with (7.1) is 
and 
A(w) = -Div Q(Vw) - ps(X) F(w, X) 
(A(w), v) = [ (Q(Vw): Vv - poF(w) . v) du. 
*n 
We easily show that A is coercive from W$p(sZ) into W-l*p’(sZ). Let 
(A(u), u> 
+) = ‘I u Ii,;..,, . 
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By virtue of (4.6), (4.8) and (7.3), 
J‘, (Q(Vu + vq) - Q(m)): Vq dv = j-s, dQ(vud; “‘) de: vrl dv 
IS 
1 
zzz A(Vu + t’Vq, X) . Vq . Vq dtl dv 
RO 
P-1 
Since Q(0) = 0, we have 
!I u II w;,scnt G) = s, (QW: vu - POFW * 4 du 
Recalling the Poincare inequality, 
cr being a positive constant, we observe that 
Thus, J’(u) --f +oo as jj u lIw:.n(n) -+ 00; i.e., A is coercive, as asserted. 
It remains to be shown that A is an abstract Girding operator. We first 
observe that A can be represented as a map from W22)(f2) x W’,?‘(sZ) into 
W-l*p’(sZ) via 
Thus 
A(u, v) = -Div Q(Vu) - p,F(v). 
(A(u, u) - A(v, u), u - v> = 
s n (Q(h) - Q(W): V(u - v) dv 
t --H(li u - v llJp(gJ 
where 
21-l 
H(x) = c j!?*x” + cox=, Q: <p. 
k=O 
Clearly, H is a continuous function, satisfying property (ii) of Girding operators. 
Property (i), of course, follows from assumption II’. 
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To verify properties (iii))(v) of Garding operators, first note that (iii) follows 
from inequality (7.3). Next, let {u,} be a sequence converging weakly in W~9P(Q). 
Since W$p(Q) is compact in Ln(SZ), this sequence converges strongly to an 
element u E Lr(Q). Clearly, 
Mn = (Nun , u,> - A@, , u), u, - u) 
= n PO(X) (F(un 9 s X) - F(u, u)) ’ (II, - u) dzi 
Thus II+‘, -+ 0 as u, -j u, etc. We omit additional details. 1 
We remark that for p > 2 the last term in (7.3) can be replaced by terms of 
the form -B(P) II ‘7 II&,, without altering the basic results. 
APPLICATION 3 (A Quasi-linear Problem with Initial Stress and Nonhomo- 
geneous Boundary Data). We shall now consider a class of boundary-value 
problems in which “initial” stresses are present (Q(0) # 0) and the boundary 
conditions are nonhomogeneous (w jaR J; 0). The model problem we consider 
here is nonlinear and ‘5ron-unique” solutions exist. However, it falls outside 
the class of problems in nonlinear elasticity because the growth condition (7.13) 
we assume may not be met in physically reasonable constitutive laws for elastic 
materials. However, this example does illustrate how the conditions of Theorem 
6.2 can be verified for a large class of nonlinear operators. 
Again, denoting by Sz an open bounded domain in iR3 with a smooth boundary 
aG, we consider the problem of finding w E Wl-p(CI), p an integer greater than 
or equal to 2, such that, formally, 
R(w) = psf in Sz 
w = go in asz 
where 
R(W) = - Div Q(Vw(X), w(X), X) 
p&X) f(X) E (w;*“(a))’ E w-l*“‘(a), $+$=1 
g, E wl-l’~*q3Q), 2<p<cO. 
(7.4) 
This last requirement on the boundary data guarantees that there exist functions 
g E WI**(G) continuously extendable to the boundary such that g lao = g, . 
Thus, 
A: W’*“(9) -+ (W’q2))’ (7.6) 
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and if a solution w to (7.2) exists, 
w - g E w;‘p(Q). (7.7) 
Thus, (7.1) is eq uivalent to the following variational boundary-value problem: 
given g E Wr.p(sZ) such that g jasz = g, , find w E Wl*p(sZ), with w - g E W;l’(s2), 
such that 
<Jw, v> = <Pof, v> vv E w;*“(a) (74 
where (., .) denotes duality pairing on W1@(sZ) x (wl*P(G))‘. 
We shall make the following assumptions concerning this problem. 
I”. The function Q is of the form 
Q(vw, w, X) = Q&VW, X) + Ql(vw, w, X> (7.9) 
where Q,,(C, X), C being any second-order tensor, is differentiable in C and 
continous in X and Qi(C, w, X) is differentiable with respect to C and w and is 
continuous in X. 
II”. There exist positive constants y,, and y1 such that for all u and v with 
the property that u - g, v - g E: Wi*D(sZ), 
s 
l dQt(Vu + OVv) 
d0 visor de 2 YW) I Vv I2 0 
and 
y(Vv) = ‘yo 1vv p-2; P>2 (7.10) 
and 
I vv I2 = i I V&a I29 
i&=1 
I Qo(C W < 14 C Ip-l + 1). (7.11) 
III”. There exist plsitive constants PO and p1 such that for all C, all 
w E W*p(Q), and all X, 
and16 
I QK, w, WI < PoB,(l + I w I* + I VW I”) (7.12) 
aQl(c, vf x) 1 < /$(l + 1 v 19-r + I c I”‘) 
av 
wg Xl > 0. 
(7.13) 
THEOREM 7.1. Let conditions I”, II”, and III” above hold. Then there exists at 
least one so&ion to (7.8) (OY (7.4)). 
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Proof. We return to Theorem 6.2 and the definition of a Garding operator, 
and we shall show that the conditions of Theorem 6.2 are fulfilled. 
In the present case, we can take A(u, u) = A(u), but A(u, v) .:= A(u) +- 0. 
Condition (iii) of Girding operators is trivially satisfied and condition (i) is 
satisfied owing to the assumed continuity of Q (condition I”). It remains to be 
shown that A of (7.5) satisfies condition (ii) of Girding operators and is coercive. 
We begin by observing that 
(A(u, u) - A(v, u), u - v> = (A(u) - A(v), u - v;) 
= Jo@& v) + /l(U, v) vu, v E wyq (7.14) 
where Ja(u, v) and Jr(u, v) are functionals involving Qs and Qi , respectively. 
Let us first consider Jo . Let u -- g, v - g E W:Vn(SZ) and q = u - v. Then, 
according to (7.10), 
Jo(u, v) = j-jol sd;= dtl . Vr, . Vrj dv 
(7.15) 
Here q = u - v, and in the last step we have used the fact that 
where cr and ca are positive constants. 
Also, 
Mu, 4 = In (QI( vu, u, X) - Ql(vv, v, X)): V(u - 4 dv 
=I s’ dQ,(Vv + “1;’ V + h x) &, vq & J20 
’ aQl(Vw, w, X> 
=ss [ avw 
vq . v,, + aQdvw w, W 
aw .n.Vq dt?dv RO 1 
>, B1 j” I1 (1 + I v + or) P--l + I vv + evrl I”‘) I ‘1 I I W I de do 520 
(w = v + 01, q = u - v). (7.16) 
I6 Inequalities (7.12) and (7.13), for example, are satisfied by function& of the type 
Q,(Vw, w, X) = I w I”--l VW. 
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Applying Holder’s inequality, we observe that 
Since (q - 1) p/(p - I) <p and u, v E B,,(O), 
where ci is a positive constant. Hence, using Young’s inequality, we have 
J-s ’ I vv + evrl/q-l I rl I I vrl I dv RO 
EP 
< - II rl llwl.~(o) + (c,P)“’ $ II rl IlEl,,, 0 
P 
c2 being a positive constant. A similar inequality holds for the remaining term 
in (7.16). Thus, we arrive at the inequality 
where c3 and cq are positive constants, cq depending continuously on E and CL. 
Combining (7.14), (7.129, and (7.17), we see that if E is chosen sufficiently 
small, 
(W - *w, u - v> a r; II u - v ll&l.qn, - C,(‘, CL) II u - v 11;;;;;. (7.18) 
Thus, the operator A does possess property (ii) of Girding operators. Indeed, 
where 
<A(u) - W), u - v> 3 -w/4 II u - v llL’(J 
H(x, y) = C4(E, x) yPl(P--1). 
It only remains to be shown that A is coercive. First, we observe that for 
u - g E wpyfq, 
<w,u> = <qo>,u> + Jo(u, 0) + Jlh 0) 
3 7; II u ll&LqR) + <W? u> + Mb 0). 
40916911-6 
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However, repeated use of Young’s and Holder’s inequalities gives 
(W), u> + I&, 0) 
= s) (Qo(O, X) + Qi(Vu, u, X): Vu dv 
.r 
< R (yl / vu j + po Ivu IQ-1 l +PO I vu I + PO I vu I I u I”) dv J 
where p” = p/(p - 2 - l), c6 is a positive constant, and $ = qp’ < p. Hence, 
- C,(E, P, 4, mes Q) - C&E, P, PO) II u ll&~',~(~) 
in which c, and cs are positive constants depending on the indicated arguments. 
Clearly, by taking E sufficiently small, we can find a positive constant F. such that 
(W), u> 3 l/o II u I~;l,i’(*) - Cl - cs II u ll&*“(n) , B <P. (7.19) 
Therefore, 
I: u PI& <w, u> -+ t fm as 
i.e., A is coercive. The proof is thus complete. 
Remark. Again, we remark that, aside from coerciveness and a certain degree 
of continuity of the type (7.18) was a key step in this proof. Growth conditions 
(7.11)-(7.12) lead to the coerciveness property (7.19), whereas (7.10) and (7.13) 
were exploited in the proof of (7.18). 
8. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
A key tool in the application of the theory presented here to specific cases is 
the availability of a nonlinear Carding-type inequality of the form (4.10) or (7.3). 
In effect, the existence of an inequality of this type generally allows us to show 
that the formal operators involved, while not necessarily monotone in the 
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principal derivatives, differ from a monotone operator in these terms only by an 
operator that is completely continuous; i.e., an operator that maps sequences 
converging in the weak topology of its dual. Indeed, conditions (ii)-(v) in the 
definition of variational Girding operators are apparently sufficient conditions 
for complete continuity of that part of the principal part of A which differs from 
a monotone operator by the terms -H(p, 11 u - z.1 II+<). 
It is also interesting to observe that a remarkable condition arises from this 
analysis which can be met in applications to elasticity problems only if conditions 
are imposed on the constitutive equations. Suppose that a generalized Girding 
inequality of the form (4.8) holds; e.g. 
s n (Q(Vu, X) - Q(Vv, X)): V(u - v) dv 
2 a(11 u - v //4(o)) - %(cL, II u - v ha)) 
where u, v E B,(O) C a(L)) and ?? satisfies (4.9). Then the formal operator A 
in this problem is a Girding operator only if 
This requirement imposes constraints on the form of the consituitive functional 
Q* 
With the exception of Application 3 in Section 7, the level of generality we 
have adopted here allows us to circumvent some of the most difficult aspects of 
constructing existence theorems in elasticity in that we can assume our operators 
possess certain reasonable properties and then demonstrate that these properties 
are sufficient for the existence of solutions. The problem of demonstrating that 
given operators do or do not possess these properties is significantly more 
difficult. What remains to be done is to enrich the theory with concrete examples 
in which specific spaces, bounds, and inequalities can be established. 
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